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In June 2017, The National Institute of Science and Technol-
ogy (NIST) Special Publication 800-63-3b [12] established
new guidelines with regard to how organizations should vet
user passwords. Rather than composition policies that require
a certain number of character sets, NIST now recommends
that organizations check passwords against a list of banned
passwords and reject those found on the list. As of July 2018,
the ’Have I Been Pwned’ list of known compromised pass-
words, alone, numbers more than half a billion strings [8] and
this number is expected to grow larger as more online sites
are compromised. This creates space and time efficiency chal-
lenges for software developers. A bloom filter [3], as described
by Burton H. Bloom in his 1970 paper entitled, "Space/Time
Trade-offs in Hash Coding with Allowable Errors", would be
an efficient data structure to solve this problem. However,
while software developers are very familiar with technologies
and data structures such as relational databases, arrays, lists,
trees and hash tables, they are not as familiar with less com-
mon, more abstract data structures. This work is intended to
help software developers understand the complexity of lesser
known data structures, such as bloom filters, and determine
how and when to use them to solve large, real world problems.
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INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM BACKGROUND
Historically, organizations have implemented password poli-
cies to ensure the strength and resilience of user created pass-
words against guessing attacks. These policies are sometimes
called "complexity policies" or "composition policies". They
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require end users to create passwords that are of some organi-
zationally defined minimum length, and in addition to this, the
password policies also require that user created passwords con-
tain some number of uppercase, lowercase, digits and special
characters. Alexander [1] wrote:
When considering the characters used in a password it
is useful to break the character set into groups: upper-
case and lowercase letters each account for 26 characters,
numbers account for only 10, and special characters ac-
count for 34. Strong passwords should have at least one
character from each of three different groups.
Due to research such as Alexander’s, many organizations im-
plement a "three of four" character set requirement in password
policies. This means that user generated passwords should
be composed of characters from at least three of four defined
character sets. For example, a typical "three of four" policy
would require at least one uppercase character, one lowercase
character and at least one digit or one special character.
The string, "password1" would not meet a "three of four" pol-
icy requirement as it only contains two of the four character
sets (lowercase and digit), but the string "Password1" would
meet the policy requirement as it contains three of the four sets
(uppercase, lowercase and digit). And finally, the string "Pass-
word1!" would exceed the requirement due to the addition of
a special character at the end.
Research shows that computer users have difficulty creating
passwords that meet these composition policy requirements. In
the paper, ’Password Education Based on Guidelines Tailored
to Different Password Categories’, by Kirsi Helkala [7], the
author wrote:
From the user perspective the general instructions [within
password policies] are often too broad to be useful. One
remembers best meaningful passwords, some like num-
bers and special characters while others recall best pat-
terns from the keyboard, etc. The general instructions
such as ’Minimum length of 8, use all character sets’ do
not support all users in their password generation process.
NIST 800-63-3b Appendix A [12] contains this statement
about the effectiveness of password composition policies:
As noted above, composition rules are commonly used
in an attempt to increase the difficulty of guessing user-
chosen passwords. Research has shown, however, that
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users respond in very predictable ways to the require-
ments imposed by composition rules [Policies]. For
example, a user that might have chosen "password" as
their password would be relatively likely to choose "Pass-
word1" if required to include an uppercase letter and a
number, or "Password1!" if a symbol is also required.
Computer users often find ways in which to create passwords
that meet the policy requirements yet are still easily guessed
by attackers. Helkala [7] wrote:
However, even if a system uses password policy, stat-
ing which character sets to use and what the minimum
length of a password is, passwords might end up being
predictable.
And further, Weir et al., [15] wrote:
However, these policy mechanisms are hampered by an
ill-defined understanding of their actual effectiveness
against real attack techniques, and by circumvention
strategies employed by the users. For example, a pol-
icy mandating that a user include at least three digits in a
password will often result in the user simply appending
"123" on the end of an insecure password.
In an effort to correct both the user issues with password cre-
ation policies as well as the ineffectiveness of these policies
on actual password security and strength against password
guessing attacks, NIST 800-63-3b [12] suggests that organi-
zations stop implementing password composition polices and
instead, allow users to create passwords however they like so
long as the passwords are of a minimum length (at least eight
characters), and that the passwords are not present in a list of
banned passwords.
Specifically, NIST 800-63-3b [12] states:
When processing requests to establish and change mem-
orized secrets, verifiers SHALL compare the prospective
secrets against a list that contains values known to be
commonly-used, expected, or compromised.
And further:
Verifiers SHOULD NOT impose other composition rules
(e.g., requiring mixtures of different character types or
prohibiting consecutively repeated characters) for memo-
rized secrets.
These guidelines are a radical shift in how organizations ac-
cept and vet passwords created by users. They will create
problems for all parties involved and increase solution com-
plexity. End users will no longer be able to use their old tricks
to satisfy the composition policies as those policies will no
longer exist. Passwords that were once forbidden by corporate
password composition policies, such as "jdhfyrgfbdhsas" be-
fore, would suddenly become acceptable under the new NIST
guidelines. Software developers will have to devise ways to
efficiently store and test a massive number (hundreds of mil-
lions or billions) of banned passwords rather than implement
simple character set checks. Finally, corporate managers and
IT compliance auditors will also have to modify corporate
policies, internal procedures and guidelines.
The Need to Teach Complexity
A specific example is the need for computer and software
technologists to learn and master more complex topics as the
technical challenges faced by organizations grow and shift. As
data sets grow larger and more distributed, it is common now
for processors to have multiple cores and for programs to use
multiple threads of execution. In addition, compute, storage
and networking resources are quickly moving to the cloud.
In the paper, "Cloud computing - The business perspective",
Marston et al. [11] wrote:
[As] computing becomes more pervasive within the or-
ganization, the increasing complexity of managing the
whole infrastructure of disparate information architec-
tures and distributed data and software has made comput-
ing more expensive than ever before to an organization.
Further, the authors stated:
Google’s MapReduce or its opensource counterpart
Hadoop makes the complex process of parallel execution
of an application over hundreds of servers transparent to
programmers.
Specifically with regard to larger data set complexity, Spafford
[14] noted in his paper, "Preventing Weak Password Choices"
that the list of banned passwords, used by the OPUS program
contained 500,000 words. Today, Troy Hunt’s research [8]
shows that the list of compromised passwords, alone, is now
more than 500 million and growing. On the surface, this
problem may seem straight-forward. It is the same data set
only larger. Why is there a need to think of the problem or its
complexity differently?
Some new innovations, such as Google’s MapReduce (men-
tioned above), hide much of the increased problem complexity.
These new innovations show that the complexity we may need
to learn about has more to do with the solution to the prob-
lem (in this case MapReduce), rather than the problem itself
(efficiently process a larger data set over multiple computing
resources).
For software developers, solutions to problems are constrained
by physical resources. There is a need to be able to store,
lookup and retrieve data using the space available in a rea-
sonable period of time. Otherwise, the solutions will not be
very practical or useful. In the paper, "Technology Diffusion
and Organizational Learning", Attewell [2] noted that organi-
zations depend upon technologists to figure out solutions to
new and different problems. So while the fundamental prob-
lem may be the same as before (only larger or distributed)
the thought process about the complexity of potential solu-
tions may have changed significantly, and Attewell’s research
shows that organizations look to technologists to effectively
and efficiently solve these problems.
To compound the challenges introduced by increasing scale
and complexity, it is also generally difficult for humans to
reason about abstract things. Things never experienced first-
hand or used before can seem very foreign and at times almost
unapproachable. Attewell [2] wrote:
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Of particular relevance are their observations that diffus-
ing or deploying a technology is more difficult if (1) its
scientific base is abstract or complex.
And, in some cases there is little to no contextual framework
at all in the real-world that can be utilized to better understand
complex or abstract topics. In the paper, "The Future of Engi-
neering Education II. Teaching Methods that Work", Felder et
al., [5] wrote:
Cognitive research tells us that people learn new material
contextually, fitting it into existing cognitive structures,
13-15 and new information that cannot be linked to exist-
ing knowledge is not likely to be retained.
In short, there is a need to find better ways to teach technol-
ogists how to think about more complex topics so that they
can better solve larger, more abstract and distributed problems
with newer, more complex solutions.
What Does Past Academic Research Say About Teaching
Complex Topics?
Some approaches to effectively teaching abstract and/or com-
plex topics seem promising. Research in several fields sug-
gests that one approach to effectively teaching complex topics
is to demonstrate or simulate the topics using concrete, real-
world examples to provide context to students. Also, analogy
(when real-world examples are not possible) has been identi-
fied as a successful method to teach abstract topics in some
fields. Below are a few examples from academic research
showing how demonstration, simulation and analogy may be
reasonable approaches to teaching complex topics.
Demonstration
In the field of chemical engineering education research, Felder
et al. [5] wrote:
When presenting a new concept, start with a physical
demonstration or real-world example, model the results,
test the model through active experimentation and explore
its implications. You might also find it worthwhile to have
students measure their own learning styles and talk about
the implications.
In the field of learning disabilities, Rivera and Smith’s [13]
paper, "Using a Demonstration Strategy to Teach Midschool
Students with Learning Disabilities How to Compute Long
Division", showed how demonstration could be used to effec-
tively teach a complex topic, such as long division, to students
with learning disabilities. The paper stated:
Demonstration is documented as an effective teaching
strategy for computational arithmetic. Smith (1973) and
Smith and Lovitt (1975) studied the effectiveness of using
demonstration when students with learning disabilities
were learning computational skills... In this strategy, the
teacher demonstrated the steps that led to the correct
solution, and the solved problem remained available for
reference while the student computed similar problems
independently.
Simulation
With regard to simulation, Felder et al. [5] wrote:
Provide visual illustrations and demonstrations of course-
related material as possible. Most students get a great
deal more out of visual information than verbal informa-
tion... Show pictures, sketches, schematics, plots and
flow charts, and computer simulations of process equip-
ment and systems.
In the field of biology, Jordan et al. [9] used a computer pro-
gram to simulate an aquarium to teach middle school students
how to reason about complex biological ecosystems. In their
paper, "Fostering Reasoning About Complex Systems: Using
the Aquarium to Teach Systems Thinking", the authors wrote:
Middle school learners find it difficult to understand
ecosystems. Here we describe an intervention that pairs
structure, behavior, and function (SBF) conceptual rea-
soning with computer-based learning tools that focus on
an aquarium as a complex biological system. Based on
results from 138 middle school students, we suggest that
the use of SBF ontology combined with guided questions
and simulations can enable students to consider multiple
aspects of system dynamics.
Analogy
To teach the complex topic of quantum physics to young chil-
dren, Hancock and Onsman [6] used analogy. In the paper,
"Using analogy to teach complex concepts in science: The
true story of ’Ellie the Electron’", they stated that:
Scientific concepts are consistently described as challeng-
ing to learn and difficult to teach.
They also noted that analogy relies on an individual’s existing
knowledge to understand new complex topics. Thus, they
created a character named ’Ellie’ who lived in a world that
was ruled by quantum physics. They wrote:
The child’s engagement is maintained through the charac-
terization in the book. Ellie appears to be a regular little
girl, with a personality - she gets up to mischief, however
her world is different to ours and runs on different rules -
that of quantum theory. Uncertainty is a defining feature
of where she lives, which is another of Quantum Physics’
essential truths.
Also, they noted that in this situation, analogy was the only
method that could be used to effectively teach the topic due to
a lack of any existing real-world reference or context:
One of most conceptually difficult areas in science, quan-
tum physics, is defined through statistical probabilities.
Because we have no direct experience of the quantum
world there is no other option but to describe it through
analogy and metaphor. Generally, the verification of anal-
ogy depends entirely upon confirmation. In quantum
physics no such verification is possible and therefore
learning depends solely upon abstracted thought rather
than direct observation.
There is a real need to more effectively teach complex and/or
abstract topics to students. As shown above, this need impacts
many fields of study and crosses many disciplines as well as
all age ranges. Sometimes, both the problems that organiza-
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tions face and their solutions are complex or abstract. And
in general, organizations depend upon technologists to deal
with increasing complexity so that they can progress and grow
efficiently. By using demonstration, simulation and/or analogy
(when required), educators may be able to more effectively
teach complex and abstract topics to students.
PAST WORK RELATED TO BLOOM FILTERS
Bloom filters are abstract, probabilistic data structures that use
bits to represent elements such as strings or numbers. They
are space and time efficient and primarily intended to test
for membership. A bloom filter hashes elements K times
using a non-cryptographic hash function such as murmurhash
and then stores K bits to identify the elements later during
membership testing. Bloom filters have a constant lookup and
insertion time of O(K) regardless of the number of elements
represented in the filter. While tests for membership may never
be falsely negative, they may be falsely positive. The rate of
false positives can be controlled at the time of creation.
By using a bloom filter, rather than a list, database table or
other more common data structure, software developers could
efficiently store and test a massive number of compromised
passwords each time a user creates or changes an account
password. Bloom filters are very simple, however, due to the
high abstraction level of bloom filters (elements are replaced
and represented as bits), they are a lesser understood and thus
lesser used data structure.
OPUS [14] was a tool proposed by Eugene H. Spafford, De-
partment of Computer Sciences, Purdue University. It used a
bloom filter to store and lookup commonly used passwords
in a space and time efficient manner. At the time OPUS was
proposed, the set of known bad passwords was much smaller
than it is today. Spafford wrote:
A UNIX version of OPUS is being constructed. It will be
preloaded with a locally developed dictionary of almost
500,000 strings.
However, today, the set of known bad passwords from one
online compromise can number in the tens of millions alone.
For example, the Rockyou password dump [4] contained more
than 15 million passwords. And, an aggregation of multiple
password dumps can number in the hundreds of millions. The
"Have I Been Pwned" password collection [8] contains more
than 500 million exposed passwords as of July 2018.
This work contributes to the field by demonstrating that even
though the list of bad passwords has grown exponentially,
since OPUS [14] was proposed in 1992, that bloom filters are
still an efficient and effective, if not often used, approach to
solving this problem. Also, since NIST 800-63-3b [12] is a
relatively new guideline (June 2017), more and more software
developers will probably be faced with how to efficiently deal
with this problem in the near future.
PROJECT GOALS AND DESIGN
The project developed instructional content using the Jupyter
Notebook platform. The content is intended to inform and
educate software developers by explaining and demonstrating
a bloom filter as a space and time efficient solution to the
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) 800-63-
3b banned password checking requirement which requires
organizations to test a massive list of banned passwords each
time a user creates or changes a password. The project has
three main goals:
1. Clearly explain what bloom filters are and why they were
invented.
2. Help software developers understand and determine when
to use bloom filters.
3. Demonstrate how bloom filters actually work by solving
a real-world problem (The NIST 800-63-3b compromised
password check).
The Jupyter Notebook that was developed for this project
interleaves explanatory text, pictures and Python3 source code
to better explain the abstract concepts behind bloom filters.
According to T. Kluyver et al. [10], the Jupyter Notebook
platform has been used to teach many complex scientific and
computing topics. The authors wrote:
We present Jupyter notebooks, a document format for
publishing code, results and explanations in a form that
is both readable and executable.
And further:
Notebooks record a computation in order to explain it
in detail to others, and a variety of tools help users to
conveniently share notebooks.
Based on this, the Jupyter Notebook platform should be an
ideal platform to educate software developers on how to ap-
ply a bloom filter to solve the password checking problem
introduced by NIST 800-63-3b.
PROJECT FEATURES
Below are some screen captures, with explanatory text, from
the Jupyter Notebook that was created. These are just a few
brief highlights of the notebook content and features that are
intended to reinforce key concepts underlying bloom filters.
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Figure 1. An example from the project Jupyter Notebook showing how
a false positive may occur in a bloom filter. The three strings, ’Larry’,
’Curly’ and ’Moe’ were added to the bloom filter, but the string ’Shemp’
was not, however, the first three strings set all the bits that the string
’Shemp’ would have set had it been inserted. This results in a false posi-
tive during membership testing.
Figure 2. In this image taken from the project Jupyter Notebook, a grid
graphic helps students visualize what a bloom filter looks like. Each
grid square represents a bit in the bloom filter. Students can see from
this picture how some elements inserted into the bloom filter may set
the exact same bits. This visualization clarifies why it is impossible to
remove elements from a traditional bloom filter as described by Burton
H. Bloom.
Figure 3. Here is a screenshot taken from an online Bloom Filter calcu-
lator written by Thomas Hurst https://hur.st/bloomfilter/. This
screenshot is incorporated into the notebook to demonstrate to students
how to size and design a bloom filter for optimal performance.
Figure 4. In this image taken from the Jupyter Notebook, students can
visualize the state of an initial bloom filter before any elements have been
inserted. This picture is actually generated from the Python3 code in the
notebook interactively. Each time another element is added to the bloom
filter, the state of the filter is updated (along with this picture) to reflect
the new bits that were set.
Figure 5. In this image taken from the Jupyter Notebook, students can
visualize the state of the final bloom filter after all elements have been
inserted. If the bloom filter has been properly sized, roughly half the
bits should be set st this point in time.
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Figure 6. In this image taken from the Jupyter Notebook, students can
interactively execute code to build and test a bloom filter for membership
as they step through the notebook content. This code builds and tests a
very large bloom filter (more than 500 million items) to solve the NIST
800-63-3b password checking guideline discussed earlier.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
As stated earlier in this paper, in addition to software devel-
opers, the radical changes and increased solution complexity
introduced by NIST 800-63-3b password vetting recommen-
dations will also impact other groups across various fields and
industries. End computer users will need to learn how to think
differently about password creation as their old tricks to satisfy
corporate password composition policies will no longer work.
Corporate IT managers and IT security/compliance auditors
(who define policies and verify compliance to them) will need
to learn how to let go of the old methods and to embrace the
new ones. These latter groups will need to be convinced that
the new guidelines are indeed more secure and safer than what
they have grown accustomed to and comfortable with over the
years. Solutions to these challenges may be a good area of
future work for other educational technology researchers.
CONCLUSION
The project developed content using the Jupyter Notebook
platform to teach software developers what bloom filters are
and how and when to use them. The content combined in-
structional text, graphics along with executable source code.
Demonstration was the pedagogical method used to address
the complexity of teaching bloom filters. Finally, the prob-
lem selected for the bloom filter demonstration was based on
a recent, large problem created by NIST 800-63-3b to help
students experience how bloom filters can be applied to solve
concrete, real world problems in a space and time efficient
manner.
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